We present a novel formulation, called the WaMPDE. for solvmg systems with forced autonomous components. An nnponant feature of the WaMPDE is its ability to capture frequency modulation (FM) in a natural and compact manner. This is made possible by a key new concept: that of warped rime. related to normal time through separate time scales. Using warped time, we obtain a completely general formulation that captures complex dynamics in autonomous nonlinear systems of arbitrary size or complexity. We present computationally efficient numerical methods for solving large pracucnl problems using the WaMPDE. Our approach exphcitly calculates a time-varying local frequency that matches intuitive expectauons. Applications to voltage-controlled oscillators demonstrate speedups of two orders of magnitude.
Introduction
Oscillarory behaviour is crucial to the operation of many electronic systems, such as voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs), phase-locked loops (PLLs), frequency dividers, ZA modulators, etc.. It is, however, difficult to predict the response of such systems in a satisfactory and reliable manner. In this paper. we present the WaMPDE (Warped Multirate Partial Differential Equation), a new approach for analysing forced and unforced oscillatory systems. The WaMPDE provides a unified framework for treating phenomena like quasiperiodicity (particularly frequency modulation (FM)), mode-locking and period multiplication. (Conventional methods, discussed in Section 2, are typically error-prone and computationally intensive for oscillators in general, and especially for forced ones exhibiting FM-quasiperiodicity.) The key to the WaMPDE is a compact representation of FM signals using functions of several time variables, some of which are "warped", i.e., stretched or squeezed by different amounts at different times in order to make the density of the signal undulations uniform. The variation of this stretching is much slower than the undulations themselves, hence a multiple time approach is used to separate the time scales. A particularly important feature of the WaMPDE is that, unlike previous methods. it automatically and explicitly determines the local frequency as it changes with time. Our approach also eliminates the problem of growing phase error that limits previous numerical techmques for oscillators.
Numerical computations for the WaMPDE can be performed using time-domain or frequency-domain methods, or combinations. In particular, existing codes for previous methods like the MPDE and harmonic balance (see Section 2) can be modified easily to perform WaMPDE-based calculations. The use of iterative linear techniques (e.g., [Saa96, RLF98]) enables large systems to be handled efficiently.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief review of previous work. Section 3 is a tutorial-style exposition of the main concepts of the WaMPDE formulation, the mathematical details of which are presented in Section 4. In Section 5. the new methods are applied to practical VCO circuits and compared against existing techniques.
Previous Work
Most previous analyses of oscillators have typically apply purely Imear concepts (e.g., [Ven82, Got97] ) to obtain simple design formulae. Nonlinear analytical studies have largely been of polynomiallyperturbed linear oscillators (e.g.. [Far94]). For real oscillators, numerical simulation has been the predominant means of predicting detailed responses. A fundamental problem, however, is the intrinsic phase-instability of oscillators, leadmg to unbounded increase in phase error during simulation. Boundary-value methods like shooting (e.g., [NB95, TKW95]) and harmonic balance (e.g., [NB95, MFR95]) can be applied to unforced oscillators in steady-state. but not to forced oscillators with FM-quasiperiodic responses, which require an impractically large number of time-steps or variables (see Section 3). In prac-O-7695-0013-7/99 $10.00 0 1999 IEEE Figure 2: Corresponding 2-periodic bivariate form f(rl ,I?) tice, the separation of the time scales is often reduced artificially to make the problem tractable. As illustrated in Section 5. such ad-hoc approaches can lead to qualitatively misleading results.
The warped-time approach presented in this paper is a generalization of a recent multi-time approach (the MultIrate Partial Differential Equation (MPDE) [BWLBG96, Roy97, Roy98]) for nonautonomous systems with widely separated time scales. Earlier efforts to generalize the MPDE to autonomous systems [BL98] used non-rectangular boundaries to capture frequency vanatlon. It has been shown [Roy98], however, that this approach is limited to oscillations that eventually become periodic, and cannot. for instance, accommodate FM-quasiperiodicity.
Essential concepts
In this section, we introduce several concepts at the core of this work. We first review why it is advantageous to use two or more time scales for analysing quasiperiodic signals, usmg amplitude-modulated (AM) signals for illustration. Then we show that although frequencymodulated (FM) signals can be quasiperiodic. the multl-time approaches that work for AM do not confer the same advantages. Next, we introduce the concept of warped time and show how it can be used to remedy the situation for FM.'Finally. we outlme the basic features of the WaMPDE. 
The two tones are at frequencies ft = $; = 50Hz and fi = k = lHz, i.e., there are 50 fast-varying smusoids of period TI = 0.02s modulated by a slowly-varying smusoid of period Tz = 1 s. When such signals result from differential-algebraic equation (DAE) systems being solved by numerical integration (~.e., transient simulation). the time- steps taken need to be spaced closely enough that each rapid undulation of b(t) is sampled accurately. If each fast sinusoid is sampled at n points, the total number of time-steps needed for one period of the slow modulation is n %, To generate Figure I , I.5 points were used per sinusoid, hence the total number of samples was 750. This number can be much larger in apphcations where the rates are more widely separated, e.g., separation factors of 1000 or more are common in electronic circuits.
Now consider a multtvariate representation ofy(t). obtained as follows: for the 'fast-varying' parts of y(t). I is replaced by a new variable 11; for the 'slowly-varying' parts, by 12. The resulting function, now of two variables. is denoted by f(rt ,12):
Note that j(tt,f2) is periodic with respect to both tt and r2. i.e., f(rt + Tt ,fz + T2) = j(tt ,12). The plot of j(ft ,12) on the rectangle 0 5 rt 2 Tt , 0 < 12 < T2 is shown in Note further that it is easy to recover y(t) from >;(tt ,t~), simply by setting rt = r2 = t, and using the fact that j is bi-periodic. Given any value oft, the arguments to j are given by t, = f mod T,.
The above discussion has illustrated two important features: I. the bivariare form can require far fewer pomls IO represent numerical!\ than rhe original quasiperiodic signal, yet 2. it contains all the information needed IO recover the original signal complelely. These concepts are the key to the MPDE approach (BWLBG96, Roy97, Roy981 for analysing non-autonomous systems. We refer the reader to, e.g., IRoy98, Roy971 for further details of the non-autonomous case.
When the DAEs are autonomous, frequency-modulation (FM) can be generated. FM cannot, in general, be represented compactly as in Figure 2 . We illustrate the difficulty with an example. Consider the following prototypical FM signal x(t) with instantaneous frequency f(t):
Following the same approach as for (I), a bivariate form can be defined to be ft(lt,t?) = Cos(2rrforl +kcos(2nf2t2)), withx(r) = it(r,t). (4) Note that it is periodic in rt and f2, hence .x(f) is quasiperiodic with frequencies fo and fz. Unfortunately, .& (tl ,r~), illustrated in Figure 3 , is not a simple surface with only a few undulations like Figure 2. When k >> 2% i.e., k x 2xm for some large integer m, then it (rt ,tl) will undergo about m oscillations as a function of t2 over one period T2. In practice, k is often of the order of 2 >> 27t, hence this number of undulations can be very large. Therefore it becomes difficult to represent it efficiently by sampling on a two-dimensional grid. It is also clear, from Figure 3 , that representing (3) in the frequency domain will require a large number of Fourter coefficients to capture the undulations.
The WaMPDE approach of this work resolves this problem by bending the path along which y(r) is evaluated away from the diagonal line 11 = 12 = I. Since along the bent path 12 = I, but rt is no longer equal to r. we refer to it as a warped time-scale. As mentioned in Sectton I, this effectively results in stretching and squeezing the time axis differently at different times to even out the period of the fast undulations.
We illustrate warping by returning to (3) We now retrieve our one-dimensional FM signal (i.e., (3)) as
Note that both iz and o, given in (5). can be easily represented with relatively few samples, unlike Pt in (4). Note further that @I(I) is the sum of a linearly increasing term and a periodic term, hence its derivative is periodic. This penodic derivative is equal to the instantaneous frequency, given in (3), ofx(r). For general FM signals (possibly with non-sinusoidal waveforms and varying amplitudes), this derivative, still well-defined, is the localfrequency of the signal.
To find an efficient bivanate representation, a crucial step in our approach is to avoid specifying the function $(I) apriori, but to impose a smooth "phase" conditton instead on the bivanate function, and use this to calculate o. The phase condition can. for instance, require that the phase of the Tl -variation of the function should vary only slowly (or not at all) as T2 is changed. Alternatively, a time-domain condition on the bivariate function (or a derivative) can be specified.
The above discussion has summarized our basic strategy for representing FM efficiently: it now remains to concretize these notions in the framework of an arbitrary dynamical system defined by DAEs. This is accomplished in the following section by the WaMPDE, which is a partial differential equation similar to the MPDE, but with a multiplicative factor of 2 modifying one of the differential terms. By solving the WaMPDE together with the phase condition mentioned above, compact representations of the solutions of autonomous systems can be found by efficient numerical methods.
The Warped Multirate Partial Differential Equation ( WaMPDE)
We consider a nonlmear system modelled using vector differentialalgebraic equations (DAEs), a description adequate for circuits [CL751 and many other applications:
; q(4)) +f(x(r)) = b(f)
In the circuit context, x(f) is a vector of node voltages and branch currents; q() and f () are nonlinear functions describing the charge/flux and resisttve terms, respectively. b(t) is a vector forcing term consisting of inputs, usually independent voltage or current sources.
We now define the two-dimensional WaMPDE to bet : 
Tt is a warped time scale while ~2 is unwarped. The warped time variable has an associated frequency function O(T2). which depends on the unwarped time variable. f is bi-variate, i.e., a function of the two time variables. The utility of (8) lies in its special relationship with (7). Consider any solution P of (8), together with the relations x(r) =i('$(r),r)> 4' (f) = k' WddTz. With these definitions, it can be shown by substitution that ~(1) above satisfies (7).
Next, we describe how (8) can be solved to determine $71, ~2) and o(T~). We first assume that ,?(~t, ~2) is periodic in ?t with period 1: P(T,,Tz) = c i,(T2)e@' (10) ,=--m We note that if i(rt ,r2) satisfies (8). then so does for .?(?t + A, ~2). for any A E 9 -this is simply because (8) is autonomous in the '51 time scale. We remove this ambiguity in the same way as for unforced autonomous systems, i.e., by fixing the phase of (say) the kth variable to some value,2 e.g., 0. This is the phase constraint mentioned in Section 3.
We expand (8) in one-dimensional Fourier series in Tj, and also include the phase constraint, to obtain: Applying periodic or initial boundary conditions to the DAE system (I 1) and (12) leads to quasiperiodtc or envelope-modulated FM solutions, and also captures other interesting phenomena like mode locking and period multiplication. First. we consider periodic boundary conditions.
Quasiperiodic and envelope solutions
Assume b(r) periodic with period T2 or angular frequency 02 = E. Also assume that the solution of (8) is periodic in both arguments, i.e., .?(TI,T~) is (l,T2)-periodic and W(T2) is Tz-periodic. W(T2) and ($(I) can then be written as:
where urn is a constant, p'( .) is a zero-mean T2-periodic waveform, and its integral p(f) is a T2-periodic function. We mottvate these assumpttons by showing that such periodic forms for ?( ., .) and w( .) capture FM-and AM-quasiperiodicity, modelocking and period multiplication.
By expressing P(Ti ,T2) in Fourier series and substitutmg into (9), we obtain: where the constants k,.k are Founer coefficients of P.
Consider, for example, the term of (14) with i = I and k = 0:
Al.~e~(~'+~('~) = 81.0 cos(m~r t-p(t)) + jBl.0 sin((nof +p(t)) (15)
When o(f) is nontrivially T2-periodic, p(r) is also nontrivially T2-periodic. (15) can then readily be recognized to be a frequencymodulated signal with instantaneous frequency o(t). Hence the WaMPDE with periodic solutions can capture not only FM signals.
but also the more general form of (14). Further, when iterative linear algebra and factored-matrtx methods (e.g., [Saa96, RLF981) are employed. computation and memory requirements grow almost linearly with size, making calculations practical for even large systems. By applying initial conditions rather than periodic boundary conditions, (1 I) and (12) can be solved for aperiodic ({~;(T~)},o(T~) ). These envelope-modulated solutions can be useful for investigating transient behaviour in systems with FM. To obtain envelope solutions, (11) and (I 2) are solved by time-stepping in T2 using any DAE solution method. starting from (say) T2 = 0. An initial condition ({&(O)},w(O)) is specified. For typical applications, a natural initial condition is the solution of (7) with no forcing, i.e., with b(r) constant. The procedure for discretizing of the WaMPDE for quasiperiodic or time-stepping solutions is similar to that for the MPDE; further details may be found in [Roy98].
Applications
A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) was simulated using the new WaMPDE-based numerical techniques. The oscillator consisted of an LC tank in parallel with a nonlinear resistor, whose resistance was negative In a region about zero and positive elsewhere. This led to a stable limit cycle. The capacitance was varied by adjusting the physical plate separatton of a novel MEMS (Micro ElectroMechanical Structure) varactor with a separate control voltage.
The damping parameter of the mechanical structure was initially assumed small, corresponding to a near vacuum. An envelope simulation was conducted using purely time-domain numerical techniques for both TI and T2 axes. The initial control voltage of l.5V resulted in an initial frequency of about 0.75MHz; the controlling voltage was a sinusoid with time-period 30 times that of the unforced osctllator. Figure 4 shows the resulting change in local frequency, which varies by a factor of almost 3. Figure 5 depicts the btvariate waveform of the capacitor voltage (i.e., one entry of the vector i(Tl ,T2). with the warped 51 axis scaled to the oscillator's nominal time-period of 1.11s). It is seen that the controlling voltage changes not only the local frequency, but also the amplitude and shape of the oscillator waveform.
The circuit was also simulated by traditional numerical ODE methods ("transient simulation"). The waveform from this simulation, together with the I-dimensional waveform obtained by applying (9) to Figure 5 . are shown in Figure 6 . The match is so close that it is difficult to tell the two waveforms apart: however, the thickening of The VCO was simulated again after two modifications: the damping of the MEMS varactor was increased to correspond to an air-filled cavity, and the controlling voltage was varied much more slowly, i.e., about 1000 times slower than the nominal period of the oscillator. The controlling voltage was sinusoidal with a period of Ims. Figure 7 shows the new variation in frequency; note the settling behaviour and the smaller change in frequency, both due to the slow dynamics of the air-filled varactor. The new bivariate capacitor voltage waveform (not shown) was a sinusoid along the warped time scale rt. but unlike Figure 5 , varied very little along the forcing time-scale. This was corroborated by transient simulation, the full results of which are not depicted due to the density of the fast oscillations. A small section of the onedimensional waveform, consisting of a few cycles around 0.3ms. is shown in Figure 8 . The one-dimensional WaMPDE output of (9) is compared against two runs of direct transient simulation, using 50 and 100 pomts per nominal oscillation period, respectively. It can be seen that even at an early stage of the simulation, direct transient simulation with 50 pomts per cycle builds up significant phase error. This is reduced considerably when 100 points are taken per cycle, but further along (not shown), the error accumulates again, reaching many multiples of 27t by the end of the simulatton at 3ms. In contrast, the WaMPDE achieves much tighter control on phase because the phase condition (a time-domain equivalent of (12)) explicitly prevents buildup of error. To achieve accuracy comparable to the WaMPDE. transtent simulation required loo0 points per nominal cycle, with a resulting speed disadvantage of two orders of magnitude. 
Conclusion
We have presented a new, efficient, approach for analysing the dynamics of oscillatory systems. The approach uses multiple time scales and time warping functions to obtain a partial differential formulation (the WaMPDE) for autonomous dynamical systems. Solving the WaMPDE by efficient numerical methods enables us to predict complex phenomena, such as frequency modulation, in large autonomous systems quickly and accurately. We have extended the notion of instantaneous frequency to general settings and provided methods for calculating it explicitly. We have applied our methods to VCO circuits and shown that they have significant speed and accuracy advantages over previously existing techniques.
